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Abstract

The CPLEAR collaboration has constructed a detector at CERN for an extensive programme of
CP�� T� and CPT�symmetry studies using K� and �K� produced by the annihilation of �p�s in a
hydrogen gas target� The K� and �K� are identi�ed by their companion products of the annihila�
tion K��� which are tracked with multiwire proportional chambers� drift chambers and streamer
tubes� Particle identi�cation is carried out with a liquid Cherenkov detector for fast separation of
pions and kaons and with scintillators which allow the measurement of time of �ight and energy
loss� Photons are measured with a lead	gas sampling electromagnetic calorimeter� The required
antiproton annihilation modes are selected by fast online processors using the tracking chamber
and particle identi�cation information� All the detectors are mounted in a 
��� T uniform �eld of
an axial solenoid of diameter � m and length �� m to form a magnetic spectrometer capable of full
online reconstruction and selection of events� The design� operating parameters and performance
of the sub�detectors are described�

� Introduction

The aim of the CPLEAR experiment is to study CP�
 T� and CPT�symmetries in the
neutral kaon system ���	 The experimental method consists of measuring asymmetries between
the decay rates of K
 and �K
 into various �nal states f �f � ����� �
�
� �����
� �
�
�
� ����
as a function of the decay eigentime � �

Af ��� �
R��K
 � f����� R�K
 � f����

R��K
 � f���� � R�K
 � f����

The experiment
 installed at the Low Energy Antiproton Ring �LEAR� at CERN
 uses initially�
pure K
 and �K
 states produced concurrently in the annihilation channels�

�pp � ��K�K


�pp � ��K� �K
 � ���

each with a branching ratio of � �	��	 The strangeness of the neutral kaon is tagged by the
charge of the accompanying kaon and is therefore known event by event	 The momentum of the
produced K
��K
� can be obtained from measurement of the ��K� pair kinematics	

The detector speci�cations are based on the experimental requirements
 which are�
� To select reaction ��� from the �very� large number of multi�pion annihilation channels	
In particular
 very e�cient kaon identi�cation is essential	

� To distinguish between the various neutral kaon decay channels	
� To measure the decay eigentime between � and � �� KS mean lives	 At the highest K


a�

momentum measured in our experiment ���� MeV�c�
 the KS mean decay length is � cm	
This sets the size of the cylindrical K
 decay volume to a radius of � �� cm	

� To acquire a large quantity of statistics
 which requires both a high rate capability �� MHz
annihilation rate� and large geometrical coverage	
An important aspect in the design of the experiment is the need to minimize neutral kaon

regeneration e ects in the decay volume by minimizing the amount of matter in the detector	 The
regeneration e ects modify the time evolution of initial K
 and �K
 di erently	 The regeneration
amplitude has not been measured in our K
 momentumrange and must be inferred from previous
measurements of charged kaon cross�sections	

Since the antiproton reaction ��� is observed at rest
 the particles are produced isotrop�
ically and the detector has a typical near��� geometry	 The whole detector is embedded in a
��	� m long
 � m diameter� warm solenoidal magnet which provides a �	�� T uniform �eld	 This
magnet was previously used in the DM� e�e� experiment at Orsay	

The general layout of the CPLEAR experiment is shown in Fig	 �	 The antiprotons are
stopped in a pressurized hydrogen gas target	 The use of liquid hydrogen was ruled out in order
to minimize the amount of matter in the decay volume	 The high pressure of the hydrogen ���
bar� and the low momentum of the incoming �p beam help to keep the size of the stopping region
small	
a� Unless explicitly stated� we mean by K� either K� or �K��
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Figure �� The general layout of the CPLEAR experiment	
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A series of cylindrical tracking detectors provides information about the trajectories of
charged particles �!charged tracks� or !tracks�� in order to determine their charge signs
 momenta
and positions	 A moderate momentum resolution �"p�p between � and ���� is su�cient to
perform the experiment	 These detectors enable the annihilation vertex to be located
 as well
as the decay vertex if K
 decays to charged particles	 To calculate the decay eigentime � 
 a
precision of the order of a few millimetres in the vertex positions is required
 but only in the
transverse plane �perpendicular to the beam axis� since it can be calculated from

� �
M

pT
dT � ���

where dT is the distance between the two vertices
 pT the momentum of the K

 both projected
onto this plane
 and M is the neutral kaon mass	

The tracking detectors are followed by the particle identi�cation detector �PID�
 which
carries out the charged kaon identi�cation	 The PID comprises a threshold Cherenkov detector

which is mainly e ective for K�� separation above ��� MeV�c momentum
 and scintillators
which measure the energy loss �dE�dx� and the time of #ight of charged particles	 The PID is
also used to separate electrons from pions below ��� MeV�c	

The outermost detector is a lead�gas sampling calorimeter used to detect the photons
produced in �
 decays	 The design criteria of the calorimeter are mainly dictated by the required
accuracy on the reconstruction of the K
 � ��
 or ��
 decay vertex	 The calorimeter provides
e�� separation at higher momenta �p � ��� MeV�c� and is complementary to the PID	

The small value of the branching ratio for reaction ��� and the necessary high annihilation
rate place stringent requirements on the experiment	 To reduce the dead time due to data
acquisition and to limit the amount of recorded data
 the unwanted events need to be removed
e�ciently	 A set of hardwired processors �hereinafter referred to as HWP� has been specially
designed to achieve this task	 The role of the processors is to provide full event reconstruction
in a few microseconds �charged�track pattern�recognition and kinematics
 particle identi�cation
and shower counting in the calorimeter� with su�cient precision to allow event selection ���	
Thus the trigger rate can be kept well below � kHz	

The instrumentation to read�out the detectors is based on VME and FASTBUS standards

with the exception of beam monitoring and slow�control which use the G�� standard	

In this paper we present a detailed description of each subdetector used in the CPLEAR
experiment	 The beam and target are described in Section �	 Section � is devoted to the tracking
devices and the global performance of these detectors for the charged particle reconstruction
and event kinematics and vertex reconstruction	 The particle identi�cation detector is discussed
in Section �	 The design and performance of the electromagnetic calorimeter are presented in
Section �
 and the trigger processors in Section �	 In the present paper
 we describe only the
data acquisition system �DAQ� of the subdetectors up to the Root Read�out system �RRO�
where these individual data are linked to an event�builder	 The overall data acquisition system
is described elsewhere ���	

� The Beam and Target

��� The antiproton beam and beam position monitoring
The antiprotons in LEAR are slowed down to ��� MeV�c
 cooled to give a momentum

spread "p�p of �	���
 and then extracted over a period of� �� minutes with a constant intensity
of about � MHz	 A re�lling period of � �� minutes then follows	 The beam has horizontal
and vertical emittance of �	�� and �� cm�mrad
 respectively ��	�	 The last part of the beam
transport system to the CPLEAR experiment comprises � horizontal and � vertical bending
magnets �dipoles� followed by a quadrupole doublet	 These components are used to align and
focus the beam onto the target centre	

The general arrangement of the beam monitoring and target components is shown in
Fig	 �	 Two orthogonal multiwire proportional chambers �MWPCs� are used as beam monitor
�BM�	 They measure the beam shape in a plane perpendicular to the geometrical axis of the

�



CPLEAR detector
 in order to ensure that the beam is centred on the target window with the
smallest possible spot size �� mm FWHM�	

The BM is positioned �� mmupstream of the target entrance and is mounted together with
a scintillator �beam counter� on the end of the beam pipe in a light�tight carbon��bre enclosure	
The beam leaves the beam pipe through a ��� 
m Be window and exits the BM housing through
a �� 
m aluminized�Mylar window positioned just in front of the target window	 An adjustable
Be degrader is incorporated in the BM housing and is used to reduce the �p momentum to ��
MeV�c after passage through all the components
 so that it can be brought to rest in the gas of
the target	

Beam pipe (vacuum)

Beam monitor
MWPC   

Be degrader

H  (16 bar)
2

140 μm Mylar
window

Kevlar wall (0.6 mm
thick, radius 7 cm)

fibre light guides

Beam counter
scintillator

light-tight carbon-
fibre hood

Target
Be window

10 cm

Figure �� The beam pipe
 beam monitor and target layouts	

It is important to keep the beam well�centred since the HWP processors assume that beam
stops at the target centre	 A beam centring system is used to automatically position the beam
in the centre of the target entrance window	 Otherwise
 the beam might drift due to power
supply instabilities in the beam line components and cause interactions in the target walls	 The
BM information is used to make small current adjustments to the horizontal and vertical dipole
bending magnets in the beam line	 However
 due to a small misalignment of the beam line with
respect to the magnetic �eld axis
 the horizontal and vertical displacements of the beam are
coupled	 A correction matrix is therefore used to give the current changes	

��� The beam MWPC

The MWPCs ��
 �� contain �� 
m diameter anode wires
 � mm apart
 with � pairs of
cathode strips ��	� 
m gold on � 
m aluminium deposited on ��	� 
m kapton
 at right angles
to the anode wires
 with a pitch of �	� mm�	 They have a half�gap of �	� mm and are #ushed
with a mixture of ��� CO� and ��� Ar	 The low drift�velocity ensures that the displacement
of the charge by the solenoid magnetic �eld remains small	

The MWPC cathode strip electronics consists of a ���channel multiplexed current�to�
voltage converter followed by an ��bit ADC
 which is read by the G�� DAQ system to produce
horizontal and vertical projections of the beam pro�le	 Several scans are done and a number of
histograms are averaged to increase the accuracy	 The �	� mm uncertainty in the mean positions
of the beam centre is mainly due to digitization inaccuracy	

��� The beam scintillator

The beam scintillator �BS� is positioned just in front of the target to signal an incoming
antiproton in the target	 The time between scintillator passage and annihilation has an average
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value of� � ns
 with a time spread of� � ns �FWHM�
 corresponding to the stopping distribution
along the beam axis	 The BS signal is used as the reference time for all other detectors and starts
the trigger sequence	

The BS is a BC���b� disc with a diameter of � �� mm and a thickness of � mm
 mounted
�� mm upstream of the target window	 It is inserted in a polymethyl methacrylate �PMMA� c�

ring read by ��� light�guide �bresd� glued to the outer circumference	 The corona of �bres is bent
into the upstream beam direction
 grouped in two light�shielded bundles
 and brought outside
the solenoid magnet
 where the �bres of the two bundles are read by means of a Philips XP����
photomultiplier �PM�	 The PM is mounted in a Dynode Timing Base �DTB� ��� which provides
an analogue output and a NIM output from a single�channel analyser	 A separate lower�level
discriminator is used for pile�up rejection	

��� The hydrogen target

The antiprotons are stopped in a ���bar hydrogen�gas target
 forming protonium before
annihilation	

The target is spherical with an inner diameter of ��� mm	 In order to minimize the
regeneration e ects of the neutral kaons
 the target wall is kept as thin as possible	 It consists
of an inner gas�tight sphere
 composed of two hemispherical parts
 pressed from ��� 
m Mylar
foils in a mould at ���C and glued together by an additional ��� 
m Mylar strip over the seam	
At the top of each hemisphere the thickness of the Mylar is ��� 
m	 The Mylar is covered with
an outer sphere formed of about �� layers of Kevlar��� �bres impregnated with Araldite	 This
provides the sphere with the necessary strength to withstand the high pressure
 with a safety
factor of �	 The total wall thickness is �� mg�cm� �� �	� mm�	 An area with a diameter of
�� mm is left uncovered for the antiproton beam entrance window	 A hydrogen supply tube is
connected opposite to this window to allow �lling of the target	

Radiation damage tests have been performed on the window
 the most fragile part of the
target
 but no loss in strength has been found up to ��� Gy	

The target sphere is supported at the centre of the experiment from the rear �downstream
side� of the solenoid magnet and adjusted to accept the beam through the centre of the entrance
window	

The slowing down of antiprotons in the combination of detectors
 windows
 degrading
materials �including the rotatable beryllium absorber� and hydrogen gas leads to a stopping
distribution well�centred inside the target along the beam axis �FWHM � �	� cm� and in the
perpendicular direction �FWHM � �	� cm�	

� The Tracking Detectors

The tracking detectors comprise � proportional chambers
 � drift chambers and � layers
of streamer tubes	

��� The multiwire proportional chambers �PC� and PC��

The two cylindrical multiwire proportional chambers �PCs� were designed to be the inner�
most tracking elements of the CPLEAR detector	 There are two reasons for having proportional
chamber information delivered rapidly to the trigger� �rstly
 to validate the number of tracks
in the initial stages of the trigger logic$ and secondly
 to decide on whether or not a track is
classi�ed as a !primary track�
 i	e	 one which either originates from the annihilation vertex or
from neutral�kaon decay at short decay time	

The cylindrical chambers contain axially placed anode wires ��� 
m in diameter and with
a pitch of �	��� mm� and helical cathode strips with a pitch of �	�� mm
 giving a total of
���� anode and ���� cathode channels �Table ��	 The chamber walls are made of a sandwich
structure of Rohacell foam and Kapton foil �Fig	 ��	 This results in a total surface density for

b� Manufactured by Bicron Corporation� Newbury� Ohio� USA�
c� Manufactured� as well as the PMMA material of Table �� by R�ohm� Darmstadt� Germany�
d� E���	 Eska Extra� manufactured by Mitsubishi� Japan�
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one chamber of ��	� mg�cm�
 representing �	� � ���� radiation lengths �X
�	 Two wire�support
rings to counteract the electrostatic repulsive forces of the charged wires are also included in
the design	 These rings are made of the same material as the walls
 have a width of � mm
and are placed some ��� mm apart	 All ���� channels
 together with the high voltage and gas
connections
 are extracted from one end of the detector	 The whole proportional chamber system
is supported in the detector from only the downstream end of the drift chamber �DC� structure	

The chosen cell geometry
 identical in both chambers
 is shown in Fig	 � and detailed
information is given in Table �	 These values
 together with the choice of gas mixture �argon�
��	��
 isobutane� ���
 freon ��B�� �	��
 proportions by volume�
 were derived from an extensive
study ���	

�����
�����

������
������

����
����

���
���

S

d l

Outer-Shielding

(aluminized Kapton-foil)

(aluminized Kapton-foil)

(aluminized Kapton-foil)

(aluminized Kapton-foil)

Rohacell

Outer-Cathode

Gas Mixture

Anode-Wires

Gas Mixture

Inner-Cathode

Rohacell

Inner-Shielding

Figure �� Section through part of a proportional chamber �not to scale�	

Table �� Proportional chamber parameters �see Fig	 ��

MWPC Parameters PC� PC�

Outer radius of outer wall �mm� ���	�� ���	��
Radius of outer strips �mm� ��	�� ���	��
Radius of wire plane �mm� ��	�� ���	��
Radius of inner strips �mm� ��	�� ���	��
Inner radius of inner wall �mm� ��	�� ���	��

Active length �mm� ���	�� ���	��
Wall thickness �mm� �	�� �	��
Full gas�gap �l� �mm� �	�� �	��

Wire spacing �s� �mm� �	��� �	���
Number of wires ��� ���
Wire diameter �d� �
m� �� ��

Strip width �mm� �	��� �	���
Strip gap �mm� �	��� �	���
Number of outer strips ��� ���
Number of inner strips ��� ���
Strip angle w	r	t	 wires �deg� ������ ������

Covered solid�angle �sr� ����� � �� ����� � ��
Surface density of chamber �mg�cm�� ��	� ��	�
Radiation length equivalent �X
� ��� � ���� ��� � ����
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The chamber signal processing is done in two stages �Fig	 ��� the �rst
 incorporating
the preampli�cation and discrimination stages
 is located � m away from the chambers	 This
electronics is identical to that used for the drift chambers
 which will be described in section
�	�	 It is connected by ��� ns delay cables to the second stage of the front�end electronics
consisting of custom built cluster processors �CP���
 ��� channels each� and cluster processor
interfaces �CPI���
 � per chamber�
 in FASTBUS crates	 These modules are largely based on
reprogrammable gate�arrays �Xilinx�XC���� and Altera�EP��� chips�	 The gate con�gurations
of the arrays in the Xilinx are determined via software which is downloaded from a personal
computer via the CPI���	 These interfaces are linked to the trigger system and the RRO system	

The input wire�hit pattern for each chamber is latched into a register by an internally
generated gate signal from the CPI���
 which is initiated by an external trigger signal	 The
masking
 clustering and sectoring functions are then executed within about ��� ns	 Wire�masking
can be used to suppress any hot channels	 In the clustering function
 adjacent wire�hits are
grouped into single clusters
 allowing for one eventual missing hit
 and their cluster�centres
are determined	 In the sectoring stage
 clusters are associated with a given tracking chamber
element �one of �� mini�sectors in r��	 This coarse segmented mini�sector information is sent
to the trigger from where a request can be sent back for detailed cluster�centre information
on a full resolution !wire�level�	 Depending on the validity of an event
 after full kinematical
reconstruction a strobe signal is sent by the trigger
 causing the wire addresses to be transferred
to the Root Read�out system	

FASTBUS

FASTBUS

PC1

PC2

TRIGGER

PROCESSORS

Personal
Computer

VME RRO

Detail Info.

Detailed Info.

Preamp.
+

Discriminators

Preamp.
+

Discriminators

CPI

CPI

CP

CP

Sector

Sector

DATA

DATA

To CPI300

N I M

OR's Gates
Efficiency + Timing Measurement

CPI300

CP300

Simulated Data

Simulated trigger

trig.
control

Coarse info.

Detailed Info.

Figure �� Block diagram of proportional chamber read�out and monitoring electronics	

A system based on fast NIM�electronics is used for testing the whole read�out chain as
well as adjusting the timing of the internally generated gate signal
 used for latching the raw
wire hits into the CP��� memory	

The performance �gures quoted below are based on a nominal high�voltage of ���� V and a
discriminator threshold equivalent to �	� 
A	 This voltage corresponds to a charge multiplication
factor of � �	� � ���	 As can be seen from Fig	 �
 the total current drawn by one chamber at
a �xed gain or high�voltage is a linear function of the charged particle rate traversing the
chamber	 This linearity shows that no space�charge saturation e ects occur and has been tested
for antiproton annihilation rates in the target of up to �	� MHz
 corresponding to a charged
particle rate traversing the chambers of � MHz	 This is �	� times higher than for the normal
running conditions of the experiment	

The maximumobtainable e�ciency of these chambers is ���
 which is due to the two wire�
support rings	 The measured e�ciency averaged over the whole chamber is about ��� for the
nominal voltage and discriminator threshold used	 This leads to a proportional chamber e�ciency
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of ��	�� at the trigger�level
 where a logical�!OR� is required between the two chambers	 The
full plateau e�ciency characteristics of a prototype chamber
 measured with electrons from a
collimated �
Sr source are shown in Fig	 �	 These characteristics have been veri�ed with the �nal
chambers under beam conditions
 but not over the full range of high�voltages	 The measured
spatial resolution from reconstructed tracks
 averaged over the whole chamber
 is ��� 
m
 which
is in good agreement with that expected from the wire spacing and an average cluster�size of
�	�� wires	
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Figure �� Plot of chamber current versus antiproton annihilation rate
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voltage values	 The plots show no space�charge saturation e ects even at high rates	
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��� The drift chambers �DC� to DC	�

Six cylindrical drift chambers �DCs� give the main tracking information ��
 ��	 The kine�
matic cuts calculated online by the trigger processors require a momentum resolution of ��	
This is achieved by combining the measurement points in the PCs with those in the DCs �six
equidistant points spread over a radial distance of �� cm with a transverse spatial resolution of
� ��� 
m�	 Because of the high event�rates
 the drift�cell size is limited to � mm �drift time
 ��� ns� in order to extract the transverse tracking information for the HWP in � �
s	 Since
the delay constraints do not allow the left�right ambiguity to be solved using software recon�
struction techniques
 a double sense�wire technique �separation ��� 
m� is used	 The drift time
is digitized by a ��� MHz clock counter giving a timing resolution 	 � � ns	

�



The anode wires are parallel to the beam axis and the magnetic �eld �Fig	 ��	 The elec�
trostatic repulsion between wires at the same potential is overcome by gluing spacers made of
small epoxy balls
 diameter � mm
 positioned every �� cm along the wires	 �Fig	 ��	

Total length 2.34 m 

Mylar skins Cathode strips

Beam
Sense-wire doublet

Field shaping wire

Glue spacers

Figure �� Schematics of a drift chamber showing the sense�wire doublet and the helicoidal strips	

b)

Glue ball

20 cm spacing

25 μm wire

500 μm spacing

a)

Separation 500 μm

Drift distance
5 mm

Sense-wire doublet
at 2.4 kV,
Ø 25 μm

50 nm Au strips
angle 11°–26°

Mylar skin, thickness 50 μmField shaping
wires at 0 V,
Ø 100 μm

Figure �� Detail of the drift chamber geometry� a� drift cell
 b� sense�wire doublet	
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To minimize the amount of material in the tracking region
 the cathode planes consist of
�� 
m thick Mylar membranes onto which �� nm thick gold strips are deposited by evaporation	
The strips are inclined at stereo angles with respect to the anode wires �Table �� to allow the
measurement of the z�coordinate o%ine by calculating the centroid of the strip charges	

Table �� Parameters of the drift chambers

Radius Number of Number of strips Angle of Number of strips Angle of
doublets �inner cathode� inner strips �outer cathode� outer strips

�cm� �deg� �deg�

DC� ��	�� ��� ��� ��	�� ��� ���	��
DC� ��	�� ��� ��� ��	�� ��� ���	��
DC� ��	�� ��� ��� ��	�� ��� ���	��
DC� ��	�� ��� ��� ��	�� ��� ���	��
DC� ��	�� ��� ��� ��	�� ��� ���	��
DC� ��	�� ��� ��� ��	�� ��� ���	��

The gap between anodes and cathodes is maintained by exerting a di erential over�pressure
between two adjacent volumes as shown in Fig	 �	 The pressure increases from the outer volume
to the inner one
 which is separated from atmospheric pressure by a cylindrical wall of � cm
Rohacell foam of density �� kg�m�	 The gas mixture used is ��� ethane and ��� argon by
volume	

Atmospheric pressure

Atmospheric pressure

+25 mbar

+24 mbar

+4 mbar

+13 mbar

+1 mbar

Rohacell wall

DC6

DC1

DC5

Carbon fibre cylinder

+5 mbar

Figure �� Pressure distribution in the drift chambers	 The values shown indicate the over�pressure
relative to atmospheric pressure	

The main di�culty with this type of mechanical structure is to maintain a constant gap

to within ��� 
m �rms�
 between the anode wires and the two cathode strip planes	 Special
tools and techniques were developed during construction to monitor this gap by measuring the
re#ection of a �ne LASER beam from the gold strips on the cathode cylinders	 Cylinders which
did not ful�l the required conditions were rejected	 The tension of all the wires �about � ton�
and the stretched cathode membranes are supported by an external rigid cylinder made of a
sandwich of aluminium honeycomb between two � mm thick cylinders of composite material
�carbon �bre�	

The total material traversed by the charged particles in the drift chambers is equivalent
to � � ����X

 not taking into account the outer aluminium and carbon �bre cylinder which is
outside the momentum measurement volume	
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For both wires and strips
 speci�c low�noise preampli�ers �PA� have been developed �	noise
� ���
A for the current�type PA for wires and � fC for the charge�type PA for strips�	 For the
wires
 the information is digitized in less than ��� ns using custom�made fast TDCs �Fig	 ���

and is interfaced with both the Root Read�out system and the trigger system	

Preamplifier Discriminator
  Wire
(L or R)

Right wire

Threshold

L

R

Gate Clock

TDC
Doublet

First level trigger

  Gate 
(120 ns)

  100 MHz
     clock 

D
rift tim

e   w
ire address

Root Read-out

Left wire

Trigger
processor

Figure ��� Block diagram of the front�end electronics for the DC wires	

The trigger processors receive the following information from the DCs�

� a bit pattern of the hit wires
 necessary at the early decision level to select high�pT kaons$
� coarse segmented mini�sector information �where a mini�sector represents ���� of the
chamber circumference� used by the track online pattern recognition$

� on request
 detailed information in a mini�sector �wire number
 drift time�	 This informa�
tion is calibrated using look�up tables to give the azimuthal coordinates of the transverse
track
 which are used to compute the track transverse momentum	

The performance quoted below corresponds to a voltage of ���� V applied to the sense wires	
The ine�ciency of the wires
 with a threshold corresponding to a �	� 
A input signal to

PA
 is of the order of �� �Fig	 ���
 mainly due to the use of the spacers between adjacent sense
wires	 There is also a drop in e�ciency in a region ��� 
m �FWHM� around the doublet due to
the low electric �eld between these wires
 which are at the same potential	

The r� resolution in the transverse planea� is � ��� 
m �Fig	 ���
 but a deterioration of
this resolution for tracks crossing the chamber can be seen close to the sense wire at the centre
of the drift cell	 This is due to the distortion of the electric �eld around the doublet mentioned
above
 which produces a lower global ampli�cation	 As a consequence
 a signi�cant time slewing
�of the order of �� ns� increases the drift time in this region
 which a ects the error in the
spatial measurement	 This e ect could be reduced
 together with the ine�ciency
 by increasing
the voltage in the chambers and hence the gas ampli�cation	 However
 increasing the voltage is
rendered impossible
 since some antiprotons of the beam halo annihilate on nuclei of the target
wall
 releasing strongly�ionizing nuclear fragments which induce a discharge of the chambers at
higher electric �elds	

a� We use a cylindrical coordinate system with the z�axis de�ned along the incoming antiproton beam�
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Figure ��� Wire ine�ciency across the drift cell	
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Figure ��� Spatial resolution from DC wires across the drift cell	

The strips of only four of the six drift chambers �DC�
 DC�
 DC� and DC�� are equipped
with read�out associated electronics
 giving a total of ���� channels	 The strip charges are not
used in the trigger decision �Fig	 ���
 and are therefore only digitized using a standard ADC
�in � �� 
s� if the �nal trigger conditions are satis�ed	 Only those strips with a charge above
a threshold of � fC after pedestal subtraction are used	 This produces clusters of about � strips
and a mean charge of � ��� fC	

The strip e�ciency is about �� lower �Fig	 ��� than the wire e�ciency because the max�
imum charge induced on the strips is only one third of that induced on the anode wire	 The
ine�ciency introduced by the presence of spacers every �� cm is also clearly visible in Fig	 ��	
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Figure ��� Block diagram of the front�end electronics for the DC strips	
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Figure ��� Strip e�ciency as a function of the position along the wires	

The z�coordinate resolution obtained o%ine by calculating the centroid of the strip charges
is better than � mm	

The drift chambers have been running since ����
 corresponding to about ��� days of
continuous data taking
 without any major problems and with no evidence of any deterioration
in performance due to ageing	

��� The streamer tube detector

The principal use of the streamer tube �ST� detector is to provide a fast read�out of the
longitudinal position z of tracks to the HWP for use in the online calculation of kinematic
information	 The detector consists of two layers of tubes
 each �	�� m long and situated in
the outermost section of the tracking detectors between radii of ��	� and ��	� cm	 A total of
��� discrete �	�� � �	�� cm� cross�section tubes with a wall thickness of �	� mm and made
of extruded Mg�Al alloye� are arranged in �� identical modules
 each with �� staggered tubes

e� To BS �	
	 ����	 formely HT�� containing �	�� � ���� Mg� Galloway Tube� Kirkby� UK�
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�Fig	 ��� to coincide with the sectors of the other detectors and to give the best hermeticity
whilst allowing access for the gas supply	

Outer Layer

Inner Layer

B B BA A A

C D C CD D

GAS

1.65 cm

Figure ��� Layout of a streamer tube sector	 A set of � tubes labelled with the same letter
�A
 B
 C or D� is multiplexed to the same time digitizer	

Each tube has a central anode wire	 The di erence of the propagation time of the pulse
along the wire to each end is used to determine the axial track position	 The axial position
is used by the HWP to calculate the axial momentum pz using the transverse momentum pT
obtained from the DCs and assuming that the track is produced at the detector centre	

The STs are operated in the limited streamer mode characterized by large amplitude
voltage pulses having fast rise times	 Use of the �� 
m diameter gold�plated tungsten�rhenium
anode wire enables a large gain to be obtained while maintaining low wire resistance to give
almost equal magnitude voltage pulses at both ends of the tube	 Thus
 it is unnecessary to have
active electronics attached to both ends of the module	

One channel of the streamer tube electronics is shown in Fig	 ��	 The high�voltage feed
resistor was chosen to allow extraction of �� pC charge at each end with a voltage drop of less
than � V
 even at the high singles rate in each tube	 The circuit provides matching of the voltage
output pulses via �� & characteristic impedance and � mm diameter coaxial cables to the front�
end electronics	 It also has the facility for injection of test pulses to adjust the time�to�digital
conversion �TDC�	 The pulse from one end of the tube is delayed by a �xed time �equal to twice
the maximum transit time along the tube� so that it will always arrive after the pulse from the
other end	 The pulse which arrives �rst starts the timing process and the later pulse stops the
process	

The start�stop pulses
 which are typically �� mV in amplitude with a � ns rise time
 are
conveyed to leading�edge triggered discriminators in the front�end electronics
 which are set to
a �� mV threshold to reject noise	 The output is a �� ns wide di erential ECL pulse which is
delayed for trigger�timing purposes by a further �� m of delay cable before entering the TDC	

The fast ECL start�stop pulses from three alternate tubes �as shown in Fig	 ��� are pro�
cessed into a logical hit for each tube and
 taking advantage of the low rate and high conversion
speed
 are connected to the ��channel multiplexed TDC measuring system based on an ��bit
#ash ADC �Thomson TS�����
 Fig	 ��	 A customized gate�array processes the start and stop
pulses to check whether they originate from the same tube
 and forms a map of valid hits	 The
TDC has a sensitivity of � bit per ��� ps and the dynamic range of a tube is � ��� bits ��� ns�	
The TDC is gated by the signal from the trigger Early Decision Logic �EDL�	

The total time between the passage of a track and the point where the TDC information
is available in the HWP is ��� ns
 made up principally of drift time �� ��� ns�
 delay cable
���� ns�
 and TDC and gate�array conversion time ���� ns� ����	 A further �� ns is required for
conversion of the TDC value to a z�coordinate by the HWP	

The � TDCs which process the hits in one complete sector are interfaced with the Root
Read�out system and the trigger HWP	 The entire instrumentation system is tested and cali�
brated using a test pulse system which applies pulses to the ends of the tubes to create pseudo�
start and �stop pulses just outside the active length of each tube	
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Figure ��� Block diagram of the streamer tube electronics	
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Figure ��� Detail of the streamer tube TDC	

The gas mixture of argon
 isobutane and methylal used was optimized ���� to give good
z�resolution	 This is achieved principally through a compromise between having a small isobutane
percentage to allow streamer development in the gas and a high voltage on the anode wire to
give a fast pulse rise time	 The methylal prevents anode wire deposits due to polymerization
of isobutane and therefore a ects the lifetime in the high�rate environment	 The most stable
long term conditions were obtained with a mixture of isobutane
 argon and methylal ����
 ���
and ��
 respectively�
 and � kV anode voltage giving a wide plateau for the singles rate and a
virtually constant z�resolution over the major part of the wire length	

The presence of after�pulses from photon�induced secondary streamers can lead to a sig�
ni�cant level of event overlap at the highest beam rates
 giving rise to false z�values from earlier
events being transmitted to the HWP	 The after�pulses are signi�cantly reduced by adding a
small amount of freon ��B� ���� with little e ect on the e�ciency and leaving the z�resolution
unaltered	 The level of ������ adopted leads to a reduction in the event overlap by a factor of
�� ����	

The �nal e�ciency of a single layer of the streamer tubes is ����� over an operating
voltage range of �	���	� kV �Fig	 ��a�� ���� e�ciency is lost due to the walls between tubes	
The z�resolution of the streamer tubes is 	 � ��� cm for an operating voltage above �	� kV
�Fig	 ��b�	 This value is small compared to the width of the stopping distribution of the an�
tiprotons in the target
 which becomes the dominant source of error in pz calculated within the
HWP	
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Figure ��� Streamer tube single layer e�ciency a� and resolution b� as a function of high voltage	

The ST detector has operated reliably for � years with no sign of long term deterioration
of performance	 Wires taken from tubes after � years showed no deposits and there was no
deterioration of the inner tube surfaces	

��� Global tracking performance

The o%ine track �nding algorithm requires a minimum number of � �out of a possible ��
hits in the chambers and has an e�ciency better than ��� per track	

The wire positions are determined with an accuracy of �� 
m in the transverse plane using
monoenergetic pions from the reaction p�p� ����	

The transverse momentum resolution achieved in the detector is shown in Fig	 �� for
two cases
 depending on whether the track is produced inside or outside the proportional cham�
bers	 In the �rst case
 the multiple scattering in the material of the tracking detectors contributes
signi�cantly to the momentum resolution below ��� MeV�c	 In the second case
 the spatial res�
olution of the tracking chambers is the dominant factor	

The �missing mass�� to the primary K� pair
 shown in Fig	 ��a
 has a resolution �	 of the
�tted Gaussian� of �	��� �GeV�c���	 In the case of the K
 � ���� channel
 the invariant mass
of the two decay pions shown in Fig	 ��b has a resolution of ��	� MeV�c�	

The uncertainty in the distance between the annihilation and decay vertices �in the trans�
verse plane� is shown in Fig	 �� as a function of the decay vertex radius	 The resolution of the
decay vertex position depends on the distance from the vertex to the �rst chamber with hits

and therefore on the radial position of the decay vertex
 but is always within � mm	 Therefore

the error in the K
 decay time reconstruction is dominated by the K
 transverse momentum
error
 as can be seen in Fig	 �� ��S 	 KS mean life�	
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Figure ��� Relative resolution of the transverse momentum for charged tracks originating from
either inside or outside the PC chambers �obtained by Monte Carlo simulated data�	
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Figure ��� a� Square of the missing mass to the primary K� pair for selected p�p� �KK
 events

and b� Invariant mass of ���� pair for K
 � ���� decays	
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T

Figure ��� Resolution in the transverse distance dT between the annihilation vertex and the K


decay vertex as a function of the decay vertex radius �obtained by Monte Carlo simulated data�	

contribution from p
T

(K  )0

resolution

contribution from distance
resolution

decay

Figure ��� Decay eigentime resolution before constrained �t �obtained by Monte Carlo simulated
data�	 The two curves show separately the contributions due to the uncertainty in the neutral
kaon transverse momentum pT and in the distance dT between the annihilation and decay
vertices	
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However
 since the experiment studies exclusive channels
 the resolution in the track pa�
rameters can be drastically improved by applying kinematically and�or geometrically constrained
�ts	 Figure �� illustrates the resolution obtained for the neutral kaon momentum
 before and
after a constrained �t
 for K
 � ���� events	 In this particular case
 a �C �t has been applied

with � kinematical constraints �which require that there is conservation of energy and momen�
tum
 and that the missing mass at the annihilation vertex is the K
 mass� and � geometrical
constraints �which require the collinearity of the K
 momentum with the line joining the � ver�
tices and also require the intersection of the � track helices at each vertex�	 The K
 momentum
resolution 	�pT��pT improves from �	�� to �	���	 The decay time resolution is therefore im�
proved
 as can be seen from Fig	 �� where it is shown after a constrained �t for three di erent
K
 decay channels	
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ΔpT/pT
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Figure ��� Distribution of "pT�pT where "pT is the di erence between the Monte Carlo gen�
erated and measured K
 transverse momentum pT a� before and b� after constrained �t �see
text�	

Another important bene�t of the constrained �ts is that they correct for an overall mo�
mentum scale error which could result from imperfect knowledge of the magnetic �eld strength
or from chamber misalignment	 Both e ects have been estimated by simulation	 A ��
 shift in
the value of the magnetic �eld produces a systematic shift in K
 decay time of "���  ����

after the �C �t
 for K
 � ���� events
 and  � � ����
 after the �C �t
 for semi�leptonic
decay events	
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decay eigentime

Figure ��� Decay eigentime resolution before �
� and after ���N��� constrained �t �obtained by
Monte Carlo simulated data�	 The latter correspond to � di erent K
 decay channels	

� The Particle Identi
cation Detector �PID�

The Particle Identi�cation Detector �PID� is used for charged kaon identi�cation both
online and o%ine and for e�� separation o%ine	 A more detailed description can be found in
���
 ���	 The PID consists of �� trapezoidal sectors
 each of which is a liquid threshold Cherenkov
detector sandwiched between two plastic scintillators �see Fig	 ���
 located between radii of ��	�
and �� cm	 It is supported by a structure made of �	� mm thick point�welded stainless steel foils


S2

S1

C
Mylar Shroud

12
.4

 c
m

Spacers

Figure ��� Cross�section of one of the �� PID sectors �S�
 S�� scintillators
 C� Cherenkov detec�
tor�	

which is in turn lying on the calorimeter frame	 The thickness of each sector is ��	� cm�
� cm for the inner scintillator �S��
 � cm for the Cherenkov detector
 and �	� cm for the outer
scintillator �S��	 The length of each sector is ��� cm
 excluding the light�guides
 and the width
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at the half depth is �� cm	 The scintillators and the Cherenkov detector are equipped with pho�
tomultipliers	 At each end
 the scintillators have one two�inch diameter PM while the Cherenkov
has two three�inch diameter PMs for improved light guide cross�section matching and light col�
lection e�ciency	 The PMs of the Cherenkov and S� detectors are mounted perpendicular to
the light guide due to the external physical space constraints of the CPLEAR detector �see
Fig	 ���	 The PMs of the Cherenkov �Philips XP�����PA� were chosen for their good single
photo�electron resolution	 The Cherenkov vessel is constructed by extrusion of UV transparent
PMMA	 It has a wall thickness of � mm and is closed at each end by light guides of the same ma�
terial	 This vessel is �lled with the liquid radiator C�F�� �Fluorinert FC��

f�� ����	 The physical
characteristics of the PID are summarized in Table �	

S2 C

C

S1

Iron
& μ-metal
shielding

Photomultipliers

Light guides

Figure ��� The photomultiplier layout for one of the � ends of a PID sector	

Table �� The PID physical parameters

Element S� Cherenkov S�

Detector

Material BC��� Extruded PMMA NE ���A
and radiator� FC�� �C�F���

Width �cm� ��	���� �����	� ��	�
Thickness �cm� � � ��	� of FC��� �	�
Length �cm� ���

Light guide

Material PMMA �Plexiglas ����
Length �cm� ��� ��� ��

Photomultiplier

Type XP����B XP���� XP����B

��� The Cherenkov detector

In order not to produce any Cherenkov light by kaons of reaction ���
 the Cherenkov radi�
ator should ideally have a threshold
 independent of the wavelength
 of � � ����
 corresponding

f� Trademark of �M� St� Paul� MN� USA�
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to the maximum charged kaon velocity	 When energy loss within the liquid radiator and the
inner scintillator is taken into account this threshold is reduced to �	��	 FC��
 which has a
refractive index of �	��� at ���C in the visible region of the spectrum and very low dispersion
and good transparency down to wavelengths of ��� nm
 is the only liquid available in su�cient
quantities which comes close to these requirements	

A speci�c problem is that air has a very high solubility in FC��	 A dedicated system based
on the use of ultrasound ���� was developed to achieve the necessary degassing	

The photo�electron yield of the radiator has been improved by the addition of ��mg�l of the
wavelength shifter �
��diphenyl Oxazole �PPO�
 which absorbs light between the wavelengths
of ��� and ��� nm and re�emits in the range ������� nm	 This high concentration of PPO
was also achieved by ultrasound techniques	 Measurements performed with pure FC�� as the
radiator show that about half of the detected photo�electrons are due to the UV component of
the Cherenkov light which has been re�emitted by the PPO	

As the kaons originate from the detector centre
 there is a strong correlation between the
impact point along the Cherenkov detector and the incidence angle	 As a consequence
 Cherenkov
light cannot be extracted by total internal re#ection from the central region of the detector	 For
this reason a � �� cm region around the centre of the vessel is painted with a white re#ective
paint �NE���g�� to act as an isotropic di user	 This results in a doubling of the photo�electron
yield for tracks traversing this central region
 signi�cantly improving the Cherenkov light yield

so that for pions with � � ��� the photo�electron yield per PM tube is everywhere � �	�

resulting in a total of more than � photo�electrons per pion	

��� The scintillators �S� and S��

The two scintillators provide the trigger signals to ensure that a charged kaon candidate
traverses the Cherenkov detector	 Both scintillators are laterally � cm smaller than the Cherenkov
detector in such a way that tracks emerging from the centre and crossing S� and S� always pass
through the Cherenkov�s sensitive volume	

In addition to their role as a trigger hodoscope the S� and S� signals are used
 both o%ine
and online
 to identify particles by their energy loss �dE�dx� and time of #ight �TOF
 S� only�	

The dE�dx measurement is obtained from the digitized signals of each PM
 corrected
for pedestal and gain	 In order to be independent of the longitudinal impact point and of the
attenuation length
 the ionization loss is evaluated using the square root of the product of the
signals measured at each end of the scintillator	 A correction is applied to take into account the
path length of the particle in the scintillator	

To optimize their timing characteristics
 the S� counters are designed to have a good light
yield and a geometry which allows good detection of non�re#ected photons �thus minimizing
the jitter due to di erent light paths�	 The timing data from each end of S� are added to�
gether to eliminate the propagation time in the scintillator
 giving an intrinsic time resolution of
� ��� ps	

The time�of�#ight measurement is evaluated as the TOF di erence between two tracks in
order to avoid the uncertainty in the annihilation time	 The latter is only known with a � ns
accuracy from the beam counter signal due to the large #uctuations in the �p stopping time	 The
measured time di erence is compared to the theoretical time di erence using a particular mass
hypothesis and taking into account the #ight path lengths from reconstructed tracks	 The e ect
of momentum and #ight length resolutions is small compared to the intrinsic time resolutions
stated above	

��� The PID electronics

The PID front�end electronics consists of three customized parts� digitization of the pulse�
height information
 digitization of the timing information and a crate controller which provides
the interface with the trigger and Root Read�out systems	

g� Manufactured by Nuclear Enterprises Ltd�� Edinburgh� UK�
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The Cherenkov and scintillator PM signals are charge�integrated within a ��� ns gate and
automatically digitized at the end of the gate by ��bit #ash ADCs �Thomson TS����� which
have a digitization time of less than ��� ns	 For the S� and S� signals linear digitization is used	
Due to the single photo�electron resolution requirements for good K�� separation and the large
dynamic range required for e�� separation
 the Cherenkov PM signals are digitized by means of
bilinear digitization ����	

The S� signals are processed using constant�fraction discriminators �CFD� to obtain pulse�
height independent timing information	 The time measured is that between the beam counter
signal and the S� signals	 A custom�made analog circuit has been designed to stretch the typ�
ical timing of �� ns to ��� ns to obtain better resolution ����	 Digitization is performed in
��� ns by DATEL ADCs �DATEL ADC����
 a ��bit #ash ADC followed by a ��bit successive
approximation ADC�	

The custom�made controller is built to handle requests for ADC and TDC data from the
trigger at a rate of �� MHz and to handle read�out rates of � Mbytes�s	 Fast ECL logic is used
in the trigger interface section and TTL logic in the read�out stream	 To reduce the read�out
time
 zero suppression has been implemented by the use of hit maps which are logical OR�s of
the S�
 C and S� signals	

��� Calibration
A real�time calibration procedure for the PID detector is needed since the PID information

is used by the online trigger processors and provides most of the trigger rejection	 Most of the
calibration constants are measured using pionic tracks from minimum�bias events	 Because of
the good stability of the PID detector and its electronics
 it is only necessary to perform the
calibration every � �� hours	 The performance of the PID detector is permanently monitored
using a subsample of physics events which is fully reconstructed and analysed by a dedicated
workstation	 The calibration constants consist of�

� the pedestals and minimum ionizing�particle peak positions �after correction for attenua�
tion length� for each PM in the scintillators S� and S�$

� the pedestals and single photo�electron peak positions
 as well as the relative yield of the
various PMs
 for the Cherenkov detector	 The latter is obtained by measuring the mean
number of photo�electrons detected in each PM for energetic pions crossing the central
region of the PID detector$

� the individual delays of each PM for the TOF measurement in S�	

The calibration constants are made available to the online processors by means of look�up tables
which translate the raw information into physical quantities	

��� PID performance
The PID data are used online
 at two stages of the trigger �see Section ��� the Early Decision

Logic �EDL�
 based on the threshold Cherenkov response and a transverse momentum cut

de�nes a kaon candidate in ��� ns$ the hardwired processor HWP� re�nes the kaon identi�cation
after �	� 
s using energy loss and time�of�#ight information from the scintillators	

At the EDL level
 a kaon is de�ned by the coincidence of the two scintillator layers and
the absence of any Cherenkov response S� � �C � S� in any sector of the PID	 The �C signal is
ful�lled if not more than one PM has a signal greater than �	� photo�electrons	 This was chosen
to be a good compromise between a more stringent requirement
 which would have minimized
ine�ciencies in the counter
 and a more relaxed one which would not have removed those kaons
either producing accidental background light �Cherenkov light produced in the plastic box and
light from knock�on electrons� or slightly above the Cherenkov threshold	 The e�ciency of the
S� � �C � S� criterium has been measured at ��� for kaons with a momentum greater than
��� MeV�c	 This measurement was achieved with a sample of kaons free from any trigger bias

taken from p�p � K�K����� events selected using kinematically constrained �ts	 The measured
e�ciency is shown in Fig	 �� as a function of the kaon momentum	At momenta below ��� MeV�c
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the probability that a kaon produces an S� � �C � S� signature drops	 This is because these low�
momentum kaons do not reach S� since their energy loss and interaction probability in S� and
C is higher	
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The pion rejection e�ciency can be evaluated using well�de�ned p�p� �������� events
selected by kinematically constrained �ts	 Monte Carlo studies show that the contamination
of this sample by kaons is less than � � ����	 The S� � �C � S� criterium as a function of
pion momentum is shown in Fig	 ��	 At low momenta �below ��� MeV�c� the pion rejection is
ine�cient due to those pions which are below or just above the threshold
 or which are strongly
interacting in the detector material	 These low momentumpions that could fake a kaon signature
are removed at the EDL level by a transverse momentum �pT � cut
 and during o%ine analysis
by momentum cuts	 This pT cut removes only a small fraction �� ���� of the charged kaons
produced in reaction ���	 For pions above ��� MeV�c
 the mean probability of faking an S�� �C�S�
signature has been measured to be less than � � ���� at EDL level
 using the previous sample
�Fig	 ���	 It should be noted that this result is not explained by statistical ine�ciencies
 which are
calculated assuming Poisson statistics of the photo�electrons in the Cherenkov	 The ine�ciency
is mainly due to pions interacting inside the Cherenkov or the scintillator material and leaving
a S� � �C � S� signature	 This explains why the pion rejection has remained constant despite an
approximate �� per year light decrease in the Cherenkov during the � years of operation �due
to FC�� pollution by plastics�	

Figure �� shows the dE�dx value as a function of momentum for kaons and pions in
scintillator S�	 The resolution is better than ��� �FWHM�
 allowing good K�� separation up
to ��� MeV�c	 The S� counter
 being thinner has a poorer resolution of ���	 The resolution
in the TOF di erence between the two charged tracks from the annihilation vertex is � ��� ps
�Fig	 ���
 allowing a separation of �	 between K� and �� pair hypotheses for kaon transverse
momenta up to ��� MeV�c
 and �	 up to ��� MeV�c	

Figure ��� Energy loss measured in S� as a function of momentum	 For both kaons and pions

solid line shows the expected average energy loss and the dashed lines form a band containing
��� of the events	

The PID information is also used to perform e�� separation using neural network tech�
niques in the momentumrange ������MeV�c ����	 Within the momentumrange �������MeV�c
an e�ciency of ��� is obtained for electron recognition
 which decreases to ��� at ��� MeV�c

with a constant pion background of �� �see Fig	 ���	
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� The Electromagnetic Calorimeter �ECAL�

To study �nal states with neutral pions
 i	e	 K
� �K
 � ��
� � ��
�� �����

 we have
developed a ��ray detector
 ECAL �Electromagnetic CALorimeter�
 with a number of novel
features ����	

The ECAL is constructed in the form of a barrel without end caps �the solid angle coverage
is ����	 The barrel is an assembly of �� lead plates alternating with sampling chambers
 which
consist of small cross�section tubes
 and pick�up strips	 The technique chosen permits a high
degree of granularity in both r�
 r�� and z�coordinates
 in addition to read�out #exibility	 The
ECAL is characterized by a total of � � X

 an energy resolution of 	�E� � �����

p
E�GeV�


and � � mm position resolution for the photon conversion points	
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��� Design criteria for the ECAL

Due to the photon�s low energy ������� MeV�
 a good photon detection e�ciency can only
be achieved with the ECAL situated inside the magnet coil
 and with a �ne sampling fraction	
Only a moderate calorimeter thickness in terms of X
 is required	

The design studies have shown that for a K
 decaying to ��
 or ��
 the most important
input in the determination of the decay vertex is the position of the � conversion point in the
detector	 A fairly poor energy resolution can be accepted provided the spatial resolution on
the � conversion point is better than � mm	 However
 even if it is not accurate
 the energy
measurement is useful for background rejection and photon pairing	 The simulations have also
shown that at low energy the best spatial resolution in the conversion point is obtained by
sampling the shower as close as possible to the � conversion point	 As a result
 the detector
demands high granularity in the r��plane as well as good longitudinal segmentation in order to
resolve the conversion points of ��s impinging at a small angle with respect to the detector axis	

Geometrically
 the design of the ECAL was constrained from both the inner and the outer
radii	 The K
 decay volume
 instrumented with the tracking devices and surrounded by the
��	� cm thick PID
 de�nes a minimum internal radius of �� cm for the calorimeter	 Externally

the ECAL had to �t within the magnet coil of � m radius	

All the previous considerations concerning geometrical constraints and optimization of
performance and cost
 dictated the choice of a lead�gas sampling calorimeter
 rather than a
crystal calorimeter such as CsI	

Small cross�section high�gain tubes were developed as the active medium ���� for the
calorimeter	 A prototype of ECAL
 reduced in size but for number of X

 was successfully tested
in a �
 e and � beam
 and the results have already been reported ����	

��� Construction of the ECAL

The ECAL consists of three ���� azimuthal sectors
 each one containing �� layers identical
in depth	 Each layer �equivalent to � X
��� contains a converter plate followed by tubes of ����
mm active length which are sandwiched between strip plates �Fig	 ���	 The converter is made
of �	� mm lead sandwiched between two ��� 
m thick aluminium foils reinforcing the lead	 The
� � ��� mm� cross�section tubes
 operated near to the limited�streamer mode
 are built in the
form of gas�tight packages comprising eight separate cells
 hereinafter referred to as !chambers�	
There are ����� chambers per layer and per sector
 each of � � ���� mm� cross�section	 Both
the top and bottom covers of the chambers are covered with graphite on the gas side
 and on
the outside they are in close contact with copper pick�up strip plates	 The calorimeter contains
a total of ���� chambers ��� ��� tubes or wires�	 The chambers are operated at � kV with a
gas mixture of ��� CO� and ��� pentane
 by volume	 The gas supply is serial through the
chambers of a layer	 The high gain of the tubes permits their read�out without ampli�cation	
The typical pulse from a wire is �� mV and has a width of �� ns as measured for a �� & load	

The strips are arranged such that they cross the wires at an angle of ���� allowing the
reconstruction of the z�coordinate in each layer	 The strip plates consist of a copper ground�
plane insulated from the copper strips which are �	� mm wide at a pitch of �	� mm	 The end of
each strip which is not connected to the read�out is grounded via a resistor of �� & equal to the
strip characteristic impedance	 The strip signal �typically �� 
A� is fed into a current�to�voltage
ampli�er ��	� mV�
A� in order to give a signal similar to that from the wire	 There are a total
of � �� ��� strip channels	

The total weight of the ECAL is � � tons which necessitates the mechanical structure
shown in Fig	 ��	 It consists of two �� mm thick aluminium cylinders connected by �� mm thick
radial aluminiumbars at three azimuthal angles ���
 ����
 ����� to form three separate azimuthal
sectors	 The load of the tracking devices and the PID is suspended on the ECAL support
structure	 In turn
 the load of this structure is distributed on four �� mm thick aluminium rings
interleaved with the magnet coils �Fig	 ��	
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��� Read�out of the ECAL

The challenge of the calorimeter data acquisition system ���� is to provide the information
of �� ��� channels within a few microseconds for the second�level trigger processor and to �nish
the complete read�out in less than one millisecond	 Modern design techniques and parallel data
transfers have been used to achieve the required performance	 The Fastbus standard is used
throughout �Fig	 ���	

WI.......Wire chamber HV cards

            Fastbus VSB Interface (RRO) 
CF.......CERN Host Interface (CHI) and
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Figure ��� Block diagram of the calorimeter read�out	

The wire signals are transmitted to the front�end modules via twisted pair cables
 one side
of the pair being directly driven from the wire
 the other terminated via a ��� & resistor to
ground	 Strip signals are transmitted in di erential mode from the driver of the preampli�er	 A
block diagram of the read�out is shown in Fig	 ��	

The wire and strip signals are received by the front�end modules �Calorimeter Receiver
And Memory
 CRAM�	 Each module contains �� channels of input receivers
 discriminators

shapers and digital delaysh�	 Up to �� modules are in one Fastbus crate
 thus requiring a total of
���� modules distributed in �� Fastbus crates for the read�out of �� ��� channels	 The modules
run in an auto�updating mode �every �� ns� which makes resetting unnecessary	 Additional
features are selectable after�pulse cancellation times �set to �� ns� and selectable acceptance
windows for the output register �set to ��� ns�	 Test pulses can be sent directly to the HV
boards and the inputs of the preampli�ers or the internal output registers	 This allows a detailed
veri�cation of the calorimeter read�out chain and a fast check of its performance	

The information of up to �� CRAMs is read via a special crate controller �Calorimeter
Pattern Transmitter
 CPT� using a daisy chain protocol	 It is transferred as hit group pattern

h� Application Speci�c Integrated Circuit �ASIC�
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�HGP� containing the hit�map of ��� chambers and as data pattern representing the exact hit
distribution of � chambers	 This granularity enables fast online reconstruction of showers in all
three projections via an external second�level trigger processor �HWP�	�
 see Section ��	

The central distribution system �CPT�driver� provides signals such as clock
 trigger
 test
pulses and discriminator thresholds via each CPT to all CRAM modules in a crate	

All �� CPT modules are connected to �� corresponding processing modules �Calorimeter
Pattern Memory
 CPM� which provide fast data collection
 send the HGP information to the
HWP�	� processor and encode the data
 thus minimizing the quantity of data to be recorded
on tape	 An average event of about ��� �red channels �out of �� ��� channels in total� will give
��� ���bit words after encoding	 A �rst�level decision starts the data transfer of all �� CPTs
in parallel �� to � 
s�	 The encoding of the data takes between �	� and ���� 
s depending on
the number of data patterns	 HWP�	� calculates in parallel the number of showers seen by the
calorimeter and decides within �� 
s whether the event should be written to tape	

The �nal read�out is performed in parallel by two Fastbus master modules �CERN Host
Interface
 CHIi�� after the event has passed the last trigger decision	 The read�out of �� modules
takes ���
s for a typical event ���� bytes�	 The data memory of each CHI is seen by the event�
builder via VSB modules	 A small fraction of the events �about � out of ���� is sent via Ethernet
to a processor to monitor online the performance of the calorimeter	

��� Performance of the ECAL

The performance of the ECAL �the photon detection e�ciency
 the photon conversion
position resolution
 the energy resolution
 and the charged particle identi�cation� depends
 for
the o%ine analysis
 on the shower pattern recognition	

A tailored shower pattern recognition algorithm searches for clusters of hits separately in
the projection of the wires �W� and the two strip planes �U
 V�	 The minimum requirements
for a W projection are � � hits in � � layers
 and for both U and V projections � � hits in � �
layers	 A shower is de�ned by the matching of W
 U and V projections in a single layer
 taking
advantage of the U
V redundancy	 The matching provides the shower conversion coordinates

i	e	 the photon conversion point in the ECAL	 A shower is de�ned as a neutral shower
 if the
shower conversion point is separated from any charged track
 extrapolated in the magnetic �eld
through the PID into the ECAL
 by at least �� cm in both the r��plane and the z�direction	

The photon detection e�ciency is measured with tagged photons from the neutral pion
decay of the two�body annihilation reaction

p�p� ��
 � K�K��� � ���

The �
 momentum vector is calculated from the K�K� momentum vector	 With the informa�
tion from one detected photon
 the conversion coordinates in the ECAL can be reconstructed
for the other one	 If the second photon is reconstructed to be within the active volume of the
ECAL
 the e�ciency is inferred by counting the events where the second neutral shower is found
in the expected region	 The photon detection e�ciency as a function of the photon energy is
shown in Fig	 ��
 reaching a plateau of ��� at a photon energy of ��� MeV	 About �� of the
ine�ciency is due to the support structure	 The ine�ciency for low�energy photons is partly due
to the detector material in front of the ECAL
 which amounts to �	�� X
 for the target and the
tracking devices and to �	�� X
 for the PID	
The detection e�ciency for electrons and positrons
 studied using pair�production by ��conversion
in the detector material
 is found to be very similar to photons except that it is shifted by
� �� MeV due to energy loss in the PID	

i� H� M�uller et al�� CERN Host Interface� User�s manual� CERN�EP �	����
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Figure ��� Photon detection e�ciency as a function of the photon energy	

The spatial resolution for electromagnetic showers is deduced from the photon opening
angle distribution in the decay of monoenergetic ���� MeV� �
�s from the reaction given in
���	 The measured distribution has been �tted with the expected distribution
 with a minimum
opening angle of ���	 The overall opening angle resolution for the two photons is unfolded and
amounts to 	angle � �	� mrad
 which translates into a global conversion point resolution for one
photon in space of 	space � �	� mm	

The spatial resolution of the calorimeter can also be studied by comparing the r�� and
z�coordinates of extrapolated charged tracks with the corresponding coordinates in the ECAL

determined by shower pattern recognition	 A resolution of 	 � �	� mmwas found in the r��plane
after subtracting the contributions of multiple scattering ��	� mm� and of measurement error
in the tracking chambers ��	� mm� to the track extrapolation uncertainty	 In the z�direction a
precise evaluation is not possible because of the large track extrapolation error �� � mm� due
to the DC measurement error dominating our resolution measurement	

Simulation studies show that in a sampling calorimeter the best energy resolution for
photons with only a few hundred MeV energy is obtained by counting the number of track
segments rather than measuring the energy deposited in the gas	

Figure �� shows the hit multiplicities for tagged photons of a� ��� �� MeV and b� ����
�� MeV energy showering in the �rst layer of the calorimeter	 The distribution is asymmetric
for �� MeV due to the minimal shower requirement of three hits imposed by the shower pattern
recognition algorithm	 To parametrize the hit distributions
 a dedicated function is constructed
to account for the asymmetric shape �neither a Gaussian nor a Poisson function successfully �t
the distributions��

H�w�E� � N�E� exp

�
��w � w
�E���

�	�
�E� � �����&�E���w� w
� � jw� w
j�

�
�

where w is the number of hits
 and w
�E� is the hit multiplicity for which the function reaches
the maximum value	 The parameter &�E� takes account of the asymmetric shape	 For photon
energies ���� MeV the hit distribution is symmetric
 &�E� vanishes and the function becomes
a Gaussian with a variance equal to 	�
�E�	 At lower energies
 a good approximation is given by
an e ective variance 	�w � 	�
�E� � �&��E�	
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Figure ��� Distribution of the number of hit tubes in the calorimeter for two photon energies

a� �� MeV and b� ��� MeV	

In Fig	 ��
 the variation of the mean value  w�E� � is displayed as a function of the
photon energy and of the layer in which the photon converted	 The deviation of the data points
from a straight line re#ects the limited thickness of the calorimeter
 leading to shower leakages

especially for photons converting in layers further out in a radial direction	
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Figure ��� Mean value  w�E� � of the hit distribution as a function of the photon energy for
three conversion layers	
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The resolution of the hit distribution as a function of the photon energy depends only
weakly on the conversion layer	 The reduced resolution R
 de�ned as

R 	
	w
p
E�GeV�

 w�E� �
�

is almost constant over a wide energy range
 as shown in Fig	 ��	

R = 0.126 ± 0.004

R = 0.129 ± 0.008

R = 0.175 ± 0.022

Figure ��� Reduced resolution �see text� as a function of the photon energy for three photon
conversion layers at di erent depths	

The described performance of the ECAL enables the reconstruction of the K
 decay length
with an average precision of � cm �FWHM� for the �nal state of two neutral pions K
 � �
�
 �
��
 where all the four photons have been detected	 This translates into a resolution in the K


decay time of �	� �S	 A detailed discussion of the analysis and results can be found in ����	
The distinction between electron and pion showers in the calorimeter was exploited for

e�� separation	 The �ne granularity allows for a precise determination of shower topologies	 The
neural network technique was applied for the separation
 using the ECAL pattern information
for the showers as input and relying exclusively on the wire hits because of their low�noise and
high�e�ciency performance	 Calibration data from �pp annihilation to four or six charged pions
as well as converted photons �� � e�e�� were used to train the network	 The purity of these
samples was ��	��	

The ECAL pattern data were processed to yield the relevant information for presenting
the shower characteristics to the neural network	 The training was performed in the momentum
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range ������� MeV�c with �� MeV�c bins	 At lower momenta �� ��� MeV�c�
 pions do not
reach the ECAL
 thus allowing an obvious separation	

With the calibration data an e�ciency of ��� in identifying electrons was achieved at ��
pion contamination over the entire momentum range �Fig	 ���	
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Figure ��� Electron identi�cation e�ciency a� and pion contamination fraction b� as a function
of the momentum
 using the showers in the calorimeter	

	 The CPLEAR Trigger

The small annihilation branching ratio for the desired channels of K
��K
� production ���
and the high beam intensities require an intelligent and fast trigger system to select them from
the unwanted background	 This led to the implementation of a multilevel hardwired processor
system �HWP�
 capable of utilizing the detector responses as soon as they become available for
the selection process ���	

The trigger system aims at the best possible selection of K
 and �K
 in identifying a primary
K��� pair and at the observation of the K
��K
� decay inside the �ducial volume of the detector	
Nearly half of the produced neutral kaons ���� of the KL component� decay outside this volume	

The decisions are based on fast recognition of the charged kaon �using the PID hit maps�

the number and topology of the charged tracks
 the particle identi�cation �using energy�loss

time�of�#ight and Cherenkov light response� and kinematic constraints
 as well as the number
of showers in the ECAL	

Figure �� shows the trigger decision steps in chronological order taking into account the
availability in real time of the relevant detector information	 The rate reductions produced by
the di erent processor steps given in Fig	 �� depend on the particular detailed logic conditions
set at each level	

The �rst decision step �Early Decision Logic � EDL� selects candidate events with at least
two charged tracks �at least � hits in the inner scintillator S��
 one of which must be a kaon

de�ned by the coincidence of the two scintillator layers and no Cherenkov response
 i	e	 S� � �C�S�	
This �rst identi�cation of charged kaons is further improved by requesting a minimum transverse
momentum �pT cut� in order to eliminate false kaon candidates due to slow pions	

The second step �Intermediate Decision Logic � IDL� identi�es kaonic and other charged�
track candidates using sectorized information �hit maps� from the tracking chambers in con�
junction with the PID and classi�es them depending on whether they originate inside �!primary
track�� or outside �!secondary track�� the proportional chambers	
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Figure ��� Logic and data #ow diagram of the trigger system	

The third step �HWP� processor� includes

 �ne grain tracking and gathering of the front�end electronics digital information from the
tracking chambers �Track Follower and Track Validation�$

 track parametrization
 to compute the track curvature �
 the azimuthal angle � at the
point of minimum approach in the transverse plane
 the distance of minimum approach �

and the derivation of the z�coordinate from the streamer tubes$

 calculation of transverse and longitudinal momenta of the !primary� particles and appli�
cation of a kinematical cut on a minimum value of the sum pK � p� �equivalent to the
missing mass� for all K��pairs$

 the charge balance �
P
Qi � �� required for events with an even number of tracks �� or ��	
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The quality of the track��nding and parametrization algorithm can be seen from Fig	 ��
 where
the track curvature
 �
 computed by the trigger processor HWP� is plotted as a function of the
curvature measured o%ine for ���� events	
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Figure ��� Online versus o%ine track curvature	

The next step �HWP� processor� improves the K����pair identi�cation by comparing the
measured energy�loss and Cherenkov response for the kaon�s� as well as the TOF di erence
"t � tK� t� to their expected values
 according to the previously determined track parameters	

For candidate !neutral� events
 i	e	 events with only two primary �K�� tracks
 the showers
in the ECAL are quickly identi�ed by a dedicated processor �HWP�	��	 The HWP�	� processor
examines the ECAL hits and determines the number of showers using an algorithm acting on
the hit group pattern information in the r��plane	 This has proved to be the most powerful
method for the identi�cation of electromagnetic showers
 given the low energy of the photons	
There is no distinction between charged and neutral showers	 The requirement for a minimum
number of showers
 n
 � � or �
 eliminates all KL events decaying outside the �ducial volume
of the detector	

The overall rejection factor of the trigger is � ���
 allowing a read�out rate of � ��� events
per second at an average beam rate of ��� kHz	 The global acceptance for K

 �K
 produced in
reaction ��� and decaying in the �ducial volume of the detector is � ��
 mainly determined by
geometrical factors	

The decision time of each stage varies of the trigger from �� ns �EDL� to �� 
s �HWP�	��	
The read�out strobe is delivered to front�end electronics �� 
s after beam counter signal arrival	

The trigger processors have been constructed using custom ECL electronics �VME stan�
dard ����� 	 An internal system clock is used to synchronize the data #ow and logic decisions

starting with the �ne grain tracking in HWP�	

The communication and data #ow between the trigger processors and the detector elec�
tronics bene�ts from the read�out sectorization in the transverse plane
 i	e	 �� PID sectors
and �� tracking chamber mini�sectors	 Data requested by the processors using the appropriate
mini�sector address are returned from the front�end electronics hardwired processor interfaces
together with the information requested	 This form of dialogue is faster than using a handshake
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procedure	
Look�up tables are used whenever the trigger processors request online calibrated front�

end data and for the numerical computation of physical quantities
 in particular for the track
parametrization stage and for the HWP� processor	

The multilevel processor system is controlled using a pipelined logic �sequencer� unit	 A
trigger control system provides all the signals required by the detector front�end electronics and
initiates the transfer of information to the Root Read�out system	 It is capable of rejecting a
wrong candidate event as soon as it is possible following its identi�cation	 After a !clear time� of
��� ns the trigger system is ready to accept the next candidate event	 This minimizes the trigger
dead�time due to the large number of rejected events	 The overall dead�time of the trigger is
about ��� at a � MHz antiproton rate	

The performance and stability of the trigger system are monitored online using data gath�
ered by a dedicated interface called !SPY�	 This collects the data input to the processors �the
hit maps and front�end data from the detectors� and all intermediate and �nal data and logic
decisions generated by the trigger system	

By using the SPY data and the results of a full trigger simulation
 which includes a sim�
ulation of the digitization for all processors
 the functionality and the e�ciency of each stage
can be measured	 For each stage
 the functionality is determined by comparing the decision of
the trigger with the decision computed by the trigger simulation using the input data to this
particular stage as read by the SPY	 The functionality re#ects the behaviour of a particular
trigger stage
 including internal timing imperfections	 For all stages
 the functionality is better
than ���	 To determine the e�ciency of each stage
 the input information of the stage used by
the simulation is re�evaluated using the Root Read�out data of each sub�detector	 The e�ciency
therefore depends not only on the functionality but also on the quality and timing imperfections
of the data transfer between the sub�detector front�end electronics and the trigger	 During data
taking
 the e�ciencies are measured each hour on a data sample of ���� events and the func�
tionality checks are performed once a day	 The overall trigger e�ciency
 continuously measured
during the run
 is around ��� with variations at a level of ��	

� Summary

The CPLEAR detector has been fully operational since ����	 All its subdetectors '
beam monitors
 tracking devices
 particle identi�cation detector
 electromagnetic calorimeter '
have achieved their expected performance	 Specially designed hardwired processors have been
successfully implemented to trigger the experiment and remove the unwanted background	 The
detector has run smoothly during the last � years and accumulated nearly � � ��	 decays of
strangeness�tagged neutral kaons entering our �nal data sample
 allowing precision studies of
CP�
 T� and CPT�symmetries ����	
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